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EDITOR’S
Just in time for the festive holiday season, our very
own beauty experts made a list, checked it twice
and created the ultimate gift guide for showering
yourself or your loved ones in good cheer. 
Let this Holiday Edition inspire you to discover
the best and most innovative products. From
achieving the perfect curl with T3 or creating a
sparkling makeup look with Dermablend’s
Liquid Highlighter's, it’s never been easier to
find the perfect gifts. 
Spreading good tidings is always magical, but
preparing for the holidays is also about readying
yourself to shine with our favorite skin care
regimens from brands like SkinCeuticals and
La Roche-Posay to Caudalie and Erno Laszlo.
Your face will be the perfect canvas to create the
masterpiece that is you.
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12 Miracles
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From morning and night routines that will leave
your skin looking and feeling younger, to makeup
and hair products sure to wow at every event, you
will make it through these magical times as your
best self. 
The end of the year is a time for reflection and
at every THG Beauty brand, we’re raising a
glass to each and every one of you for trusting
us to bring you the finest in beauty. Here’s to a
wonderful holiday season and another exciting
year together!
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*All prices correct at time of print. We
reserve the right to change our prices at
any time. All items subject to availability
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Get the Look with

From celebrities to
fans at home, T3 Micro’s
technologically-advanced
beauty products are coveted
by a worldwide clientele for
empowering women to write
their own beauty rules.
With seven different barrels that vary in
size and shape, the styling possibilities you
can achieve with T3’s Convertible Collection
are endless - perfect for switching up your
holiday looks. At the center of it all, the Convertible
Base is made from tourmaline and ceramic for a
smooth, shiny finish. Its exclusive technology comes
with five heat settings for any hair type and adjusts
temperature for consistent, healthy hair.
Safe to say, you’ll never need to purchase another curling tool
again. It doesn’t get more versatile than this award-winning
collection from T3 Micro!
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TURN BACK TIME
Give your skin its best defense while toning, tightening,
and brightening plus smoothing away creases and lines
to restore your refined and resilient visage.
Rediscover youthful radiance with 37 Actives’ one-step, anti-aging,
natural products. The brainchild of Dr. Macrene Alexiades, each
product packs the punch of over 20 ingredients while remaining
free of toxins.
The High Performance Anti-Aging and Firming Serum tones and

Reduce signs of aging and preserve the appearance of youthful,
healthy skin this holiday season with our most hydrating
skin care products.

tightens while the High Performance Anti-Aging Cream deeply
moisturizes the skin for a naturally bright complexion. Age without
losing the luscious lips of your youth with 37 Actives’ High
Performance Anti-Aging and Filler Lip Treatment. Lips are returned
to an ideally plump, soft and ultimately rejuvenated state.
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's Resolutions & Solutions

There has never been a better time to try something new… Ring in the new year with

these Resolution Solutions recommended by SkinStore’s beauty experts!

Goldfaden MD Wake Up Call Overnight
Regenerative Facial Treatment $85
Goldfaden MD Wake Up Call Overnight Regenerative
Facial Treatment is just what the doctor ordered.
The ultimate solution to transform your complexion
overnight, you’ll wake up with plump, firm and
supple skin.
Lauren B Beauty Reparative Cuticle Oil $22
Give delicate cuticles the care they deserve with this
custom blend of 14 plant and flower oils. Just one
drop of Lauren B Beauty’s Reparative Cuticle Oil
hydrates dry skin and cuticles to promote healing and
the regeneration of new skin cells to restore back to
their prime.
Skin Authority Dramatic Eye Lift $139
Get ready to make dark circles a thing of the past and
brighten those eyes with the protein-rich formula
found in the Dramatic Eye Lift from Skin Authority.
Enjoy a natural lift this winter conveniently, without
ever having to visit a professional.
DHC Deep Cleansing Oil $28
DHC’s Deep Cleansing Oil is ideal for removing
makeup and impurities without clogging pores for
refreshed and balanced skin. Used by millions of
women, it’s a gift you give yourself.
PCA Skin Hyaluronic Acid Boosting Serum $115
This smoothing blend of ingredients delivers lasting
hydration to skin for fine line reduction. Promote
natural, long-term anti-aging results with PCA Skin’s
Hyaluronic Acid Boosting Serum.

You might think of facial mists as little
“pick-me-ups” for the skin, but they actually
work far beyond simply hydrating your face.
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Clark’s Botanicals Retinol Rescue Face Serum $105
Designed to be used daily, Clark’s Botanicals Retinol
Rescue Face Serum minimizes wrinkles while
brightening and refining your color, texture and
appearance.

Shop on SkinStore.com
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The Crème De La Crème…
Because You Deserve It
Rooted in the inspirational beauty found in the

An ultimate anti-aging

vineyards of France, Caudalie harvested the power of

treatment: The Serum helps

the vine to create innovative skin care products. After

restore cellular energy for

seven years of research, the award-winning Premier

naturally firmer skin while

Cru Collection combines three patents for the best in

The Precious Oil provides a

anti-aging treatments. 

noticeably improved complexion.
The Eye Cream’s impressive new
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Made with Caudalie’s exclusive Vinergy complex, this

and optimized formula reduces

line flawlessly demonstrates the brand’s continual

puffiness to make the eyes

search for perfection for a truly scientific breakthrough.

appear visibly younger which

Safe for all skin types, experience the radiance

beautifully compliments the

achieved by the best ingredients found in nature and

exceptional effectiveness and

developed by science.

texture of The Cream.

Emma Hardie’s personal experience as a facialist led her to create a line of products that work with skin’s
natural functions to plump and firm.Both The Instant Radiance Kit — which contains the Brilliance Facial
Oil, Moringa Renewal Treatment Mask, Moringa Cleansing Balm and Dual Action Cleansing Cloth — as well
as the Moringa Treatment Set — containing the Moringa Cleansing Balm and Dual Action Cleansing Cloth
— are packaged in beautiful gold boxes, ideal for gifting.

Use the Moringa Cleansing Balm for a clean that extends deep into pores morning and evening.
Massage into dry skin on your face and neck and take the Dual Action Cleansing Cloth to remove
impurities and wash away the grime of the day. Warm a few drops of the Brilliance Facial Oil between
your hands and smooth over skin before bed. Once a week, apply the intensely hydrating Moringa
Renewal Treatment Mask, letting it sit for at least 10 minutes to round up your weekly skin care regimen.
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Holiday

HEROES

KLORANE Nutri-Reparative
Mask 
To be used once a week, this
mask is made with desert
date, to repair plus keratin to
strengthen and rebuild for
intense hydration.
Rene Furterer Complexe 5 
Active Concentrate Hair
Treatment
The essential first step for
healthy hair, Rene Furterer’s
Complexe 5 Active
Concentrate Hair Treatment
combines the power of
orange and lavender oils
to purify the scalp. 
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Avene RetrinAL 0.1 Intensive Cream
Avene’s RetrinAL 0.1 Intensive Cream is
packed with powerful antioxidants to
protect skin while four key ingredients
smooth wrinkles and brighten skin,
visibly reducing signs of aging. 

Glytone Rejuvenating
Mini Peel Gel
Rejuvenate your skin
with this Mini Peel Gel
from Glytone to refresh
and exfoliate. Made
with glycolic acid, skin
appears smoother
and younger.
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COUNTDOWN
TO CHRISTMAS
Roll Up, Roll Up, countdown
to Christmas with the
Advent Calendar
Featuring 25 magical beauty treats, this premium collection
contains a show-stopping line-up of the best products from
the beauty industry. From skin care treats to tanning, hair
care to cosmetics, branded tools and exclusive products, this
Christmas you shall take centre stage with lookfantastic.
Worth over $390, let us take you on an unforgettable journey
this December. Whether to open your eyes to a new array of
beauty luxuries or delight your friends and family with the
ultimate beauty gift, each product has been carefully selected
and beautifully wrapped, for you to uncover its magic.
Discover something unique within every drawer as you treat
yourself in the run up to the grand finale this Christmas.
Shop on US.Lookfantastic.com
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Decked in

As pioneers and developers
of microcurrent technology,
NuFACE was created with
YOU in mind. A leader in
at-home beauty devices,
NuFACE is centered
around making women
look and feel more
beautiful by delivering
instant and lasting results.
Clinically shown to firm, tone, and reduce
fine lines and wrinkles, it’s no wonder why
NuFACE is a cult beauty favorite! In as
little as five minutes a day, you can obtain
professional results without having to leave
your own home. The FDA-cleared devices
even accommodate different attachments
to target specific problem areas.
NuFACE’s Gold Trinity Complete and Gold
Mini Express Skin Toning Collections will
transform your skin into something worth
celebrating. The award-winning microcurrent treatment device found in both
collections painlessly stimulates skin,
creating results similar to a face lift right
from the comfort of your home. 
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Take a break this holiday season exploring the intoxicating bathing fragrances of Molton Brown’s Stocking
Fillers Christmas Gift Collection containing an assortment of 10 different bath & shower gels .
A decadent array of pampering moments right at home from scents like “Heavenly Gingerlily”, “Coco &
Sandalwood”, “Infusing Eucalyptus” and “Coastal Cypress & Sea Fennel”.
18

KORRES 3D Black Pine Super Lifting Eye Serum & KORRES Wild
Rose 15% Vitamin C Spotless Serum
Couple the 3D Black Pine Super Lifting Eye Serum and Wild Rose
15% Vitamin C Spotless Serum from KORRES to see eyelids are lifted
and skin is brightened, firmed and smoothed.

Christophe Robin Temporary Color Gel
Dark Blonde, Dark Chestnut, Golden Blonde, Light Chestnut 
Christophe Robin’s Temporary Color Gel’s gentle formula
immediately covers grays. Plus, it lasts through five to seven
shampoos without the damage of ammonia or peroxide.

Vita Liberata Let It Glow Holiday Set
Enhance your skin’s complexion with Vita Liberata’s Let It Glow
Holiday Set. Perfect for becoming a bronzed beauty, the Beauty Blur
Skin Tone Optimizer, Fabulous Self Tanning Gradual Lotion, and Body
Blur HD Skin Finish add a tan tint to give you your most radiant glow.
House your glow-getters inside the stunning travel bag for tanning
on the go!
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Keranique is certain to be the source of your holiday cheer, especially if luscious locks are on your wish
list! Made for women who are ready to fight back against hair loss, Keranique gives women their best
defense. What’s the secret? Keranique’s treatments contain the only FDA approved real hair regrowth
ingredient – Minoxidil. Daily care is important, but instant results are always more fun.

1.

An Interview
With
Q: What is the overall
mission of Christie
Brinkley? What is your
inspiration?

A: I grew up in Malibu as a
surfer girl and have worked on
beaches all over the world as
a model, so my mission was to
develop a line which can both
repair damage and protect
skin from the sun and other
environmental stressors. That’s
why my line includes the best
sunblock technology on the

3.

1. Close Up Instant Wrinkle Reducer Treatment
2. Recapture 360 Night Anti-Aging Treatment
3. Recapture Day + IR Defense Day Cream
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Q: What is your favorite
product?

A: For more than 4 years,
I tried and rejected many
formulations until my world
class experts handed me the
beautiful Recapture 360 Day
and Recapture 360 Night
products. These are my two
favorites because they work
so well together. They protect
and repair my skin all day,
and rejuvenate my skin while
I sleep.

1.

2.

market, protecting not only
against UVA and UVB rays, but
also against harmful IR rays,
which can damage skin indoors
as well as outdoors! IR Defense
will eventually be an industry
standard, like UVA and UVB
defense. My line is just years
ahead of the pack. In fact, my
Recapture 360 Anti-Aging
Cream has received the seal
of recommendation from ‘The
Skin Cancer Foundation’.

Q. With so many skin
care brands and products
out there, what makes
Christie Brinkley Authentic
Skincare different?

A: The IR technology is next
generation. It is absolutely
where the rest of the industry
will be in the future, but for
now, we are happy to be the
vanguard, the new standard
for protection. I also think that
the women who use and love
my brand are unique. They do
not just want a product; they
want to be a part of a wellness
community.

3.
2.

Q. How should our skin
care routines change or
adapt as we approach the
holidays and change in
seasons?

A: The second your heater goes
on you need to drink more
water! It is very important for
your skin. After exfoliating I
use my PURE RADIANCE
Illumination Facial Oil. Once
the oils sink in, I then use the
RECAPTURE 360 + IR Defense
Anti-Aging Day Cream and
my skin feels great all day long.
I use the PURE RADIANCE
Illumination Facial Oil again in
the evening before applying my
RECAPTURE 360 Night AntiAging Night Treatment. And
drink another bottle of water!

1. Deluxe Regrowth Treatment & Deep Hydration Kit

2. Lift & Repair Treatment Spray

For a complete attack on hair loss, the Deluxe

This treatment spray is the perfect way to make

Regrowth Treatment & Deep Hydration Kit

thinning hair look and feel thicker while styling.

combines premium care with scientifically proven
success for fuller, healthier-looking beautiful hair.

3. Micro-Exfoliating Follicle Revitalizing Mask

The four-piece kit works from scalp to ends to

To help restore vitality to dry or damaged hair,

repair damage and promote regrowth.

use the revitalizing mask 1-2 times per week.
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Make Your Wishes
Come True

Brand new and exclusive for 2018, SkinStore’s 12 Miracles of Beauty exclusive set has
been carefully curated by our dedicated team here at SkinStore for over 12 months.
Worth over $300, each product has been specifically picked to ensure that you
discover a brand new treat that will provide you every day confidence across your
makeup, skin care and hair care routines.
You need to be quick though, as SkinStore’s 12 Miracles of Beauty exclusive set
is strictly limited edition and is available on a first-come, first-serve basis. Don’t
miss out on this hotly anticipated 2018 luxury holiday gift set. Buy now to avoid
disappointment and shop the 12 Miracles of Beauty exclusive set today!

Designed in holiday red
and gold, this luxury gift will
make the perfect centerpiece
in any home this holiday.
After you’ve gotten over
how big and gorgeous it is,
open the doors to uncover 12
pull-out drawers that will
reveal a magical discovery
each day.
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Shop on SkinStore.com
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BEAUTY
WISH LIST
A Few Of Our Favorite Things

3. Dermablend Glow Creator Multi-Use Liquid
Highlighter
Dermablend’s Glow Creator Multi-Use Liquid
Highlighters give you an instant, natural luminosity. Made without oils, the blendable formula
allows you to create a customizable look. Available
in four colors — gold, gleam, peach and pearl —
there’s a shade for any occasion.

4. First Aid Beauty Mighty Marvels Set
First Aid Beauty’s Ultra Repair Cream channels the
power of colloidal oatmeal to fight itchy, dry flaky
skin and even eczema. Pairing nicely with the
repair cream is the Face Cleanser, which removes
dirt and grime while calming skin. This dynamic
duo is conveniently available as the Mighty Marvels Set.

5. FOREO UFO Smart Mask Treatment Device
Foreo’s UFO Smart Mask Treatment Device
combines advanced technology with exclusive
Korean mask formulas for a radiant appearance. Heat relaxes and soothes skin to promote
ingredient absorption. Then, the push of a button
activates Cryo-Therapy mode to reduce the
appearance of pores.

6. REN & Now to Sleep Pillow Spray
Get your beauty rest with REN's & Now to Sleep
Pillow Spray. Made with frankincense, lavender
and hops, the spray calms the mind, reduces anxiety and emotional distress, and enhances
the quality of sleep.

7. Erno Laszlo Hydra-Therapy Boost Serum
Made with a cutting edge, micro-moisture delivery
system, Erno Laszlo’s Hydra-Therapy Boost Serum
delivers vital nutrients to leave skin intensely
nourished. Sea Fennel’s unique powers help rebuild
skin’s natural barriers to lock in moisture.

8. RevitaLash Revitabrow Eyebrow Conditioner
A one-of-a-kind hero for your brows, RevitaLash’s
Revitabrow Eyebrow Conditioner enhances the
look of brows and protects against breakage.
Achieve thicker and fuller brows while maintaining velvet softness with daily use.

With so many beauty products on the market, it can be
nearly impossible to narrow down your holiday wish list
to just a few items. Our wish list is perfect for gift giving or
guiding your loved ones in the right direction for yourself.

1. Dr. Dennis Gross SpectraLite FaceWare Pro
Dr. Dennis Gross’ SpectraLite FaceWare Pro brings
in-office light treatments to your home. Therapeutic red and blue LED lights in the hands-free,
FDA-cleared mask smooth wrinkles and improve
acne in two weeks.
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2. Jurlique Sweet Peony & Tangerine Hydrating
Mist Limited Edition
Jurlique’s Limited Edition Sweet Peony &
Tangerine Hydrating Mist is infused with a new,
sweet botanical blend to improve skin’s moisture
while refreshing the senses. Gently press into skin
to hydrate, soothe and restore balance.
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The Latest & Greatest

THE GIFT THAT KEEPS GIVING
GLOSSYBOX is the ultimate present for the person on your list that has it all. Every month, depending on
the plan length you choose, she will receive a carefully curated box with 5 beauty discoveries inside from
well-known and established names to upcoming niche brands. 
And as if this couldn't get any better, GLOSSYBOX’s Holiday Limited Edition box gives every beauty lover
on your list the chance to experience six full-size beauty products + a fragrance sampler set, all packaged
in a festive and gorgeous rose-gold box that makes a wonderful addition on everyone's gift and wish list!
Beauty discovery awaits on www.glossybox.com
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The trifecta that relieves, replenishes and restores:
La Roche-Posay's Lipikar Soothing Relief
Eczema Cream, Toleriane Double Repair UV Face
Moisturizer with SPF and Toleriane Hydrating
Gentle Cleanser.
Two sides are better than one:
Fall in love with RevitaLash’s Double Ended
Volume Primer and Mascara Set.

There’s a mask for everyone:
TONYMOLY’s Painting Therapy Masks turns you
into the artist with your face as a canvas.
Results in just minutes:
Dermalogica’s Rapid Reveal Peel is a professionalgrade peel proven to reduce fine lines and
enhance radiance.
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SkinCeuticals’ products are built on three main pillars: prevent,
protect, correct. Established over 20 years ago, the principles
work in conjunction with each other to create results far beyond what each pillar could achieve alone. The result? Younger,
healthier and more radiant looking skin. 
SkinCeuticals’ formulas are backed by scientific research to
enhance the efficiency of products like Triple Lipid Restore and
C E Ferulic. An anti-aging cream, the Triple Lipid Restore 2:4:2
does exactly what its name suggests. It restores skin’s exterior
barrier for natural self repair that defies age while the C E
Ferulic Combination Antioxidant Treatment aims to combat
the damage and atmospheric aging caused by elements of
the outside world.
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